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	FeaturedInnovative coffee technology, made by hand in Italy.
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	RancilioTraditional espresso machines and professional grinders.
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	Rancilio SpecialtyBe inspired. Brew Different.
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	Rancilio HomelineThe home espresso solution for every place.
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	EgroFully automatic coffee machines.
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													Rancilio Classe 9

																			
									Available in 2 - 3 groups with manual (S) or automatic (USB) dosing control
	Modern Italian design: full stainless steel side panels with controllable LED accents
	Advanced internal CPU
	Class-leading heat exchange technology
	Digital display for shot timer, automatic backflush
	Pressure transducer allows for the highest level of boiler accuracy and grouphead temperature consistency
	Barista work area LED lights
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												Modern Design, Proven Performance  											

										
																					
												Elevate your espresso bar with the top-line performance and premium materials of the Classe 9. Stainless steel body and chromed group covers are hard-wearing and right at home in any high-profile cafe or restaurant. Match your location’s aesthetic with customizable aesthetic accent lighting along with functional workstation and indicator LEDs.

 

With the Classe 9, you can find a configuration that fits your location’s needs best. Semiautomatic ‘S’ models feature a manual start/stop brew button for straightforward extraction with maximum barista control. With an automatic ‘USB’ machine, you can dial in your espresso with 4 volumetric dose settings per group for an efficient high-volume workflow. 
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												Graceful style meets advanced engineering											

										
																					
												With the Classe 9 USB’s advanced onboard CPU and LCD display, you can quickly access machine info and functions:
	Shot timer during extractions
	Easily adjust and save brewing parameters, or load from a USB drive
	Track total brew cycles for each button
	Automatic backflush function
	Precisely control boiler pressure via electronic pressure transducer
	Automatic boiler regeneration drains and refills steam boiler at a set time, reducing scale buildup
	Adjust functional lighting, notification settings, and cleaning programs
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																	Available Configurations
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																				Classe 9 S																		

																	
																	Independent heat exchange technology with semi-automatic brewing controls for simplified performance.
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																				Classe 9 USB																		

																	
																	Onboard processor powers the LCD display and allows easy management of machine settings and other practical barista tools.
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																				Classe 9 USB Tall																		

																	
																	Adds the ability to brew into to-go cups up to 5.7" tall and includes retractable trays for traditional espresso cups.
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															Get in touch with our team.

							
															
									Our product experts would be happy to answer any questions you have. They can also help you determine what type of setup will work best for your needs. We’ll respond within the next business day!
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												11130 Katherines Crossing #800

Woodridge, IL 60517

General Inquiries

(877) 726-2454

Service 24/7 Hotline

(877) 642-9409
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